The Citadel Athletics Multimedia Department is currently looking for **2016 Fall Interns**, to work directly with the athletics videographer on weekly events.

As part of the game-day video production team, the intern will be hands-on during Citadel Football games and will produce and broadcast online streaming of Bulldog soccer and volleyball games throughout the season.

The intern also work in post-production video editing projects, creating player features, interviews and packages for the CitadelSports.com website, YouTube, SoCon Digital Network as well as Coach’s Shows.

**RESPONSIBILITIES:**

- Assist in shooting a variety of sporting events, interviews and activities in the athletic department.
- Responsible for logging, editing and production content for CitadelSports.com.
- Work with Athletic Communication and marketing teams to produce promotional material for social media and online sources.
- Shoot, produce and stream live sporting events, some of which are Broadcast through ESPN3

**REQUIREMENTS:**

- This is an unpaid position, but can be for credits based on hours arranged.
- Opportunity for pay is available as a member of Gameday production staff
- Must be currently enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program
- Must have reliable transportation to The Citadel for events and work
- Be willing to learn/teachable with a wide array of video production equipment.
- Must be motivated and be able to work weekends and evenings,
- Needs to have a basic Knowledge of Adobe Premier or similar editing software.

**INTERESTED?**

- Contact Connor Putman, Director of Video Production at the Citadel cputman@citadel.edu
- Please include some information about yourself and a copy of your resume